
















A study of the production of L=1 charmed mesons (D

states) has been







) state is observed in the decay channel D








) state in both channels D

, D. Since D

states could originate
from b hadron decays in Z ! b

b or from charm fragmentation in Z ! cc events,
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The fragmentation of the charmed quark has been extensively studied through the
D

spectrum at LEP [1, 2, 3]. The spin aspect of hadronization, however, is still a
poorly known subject, experimentally as well as theoretically. The relative probabilities
for producing various spin states in charm hadronization have to be measured. In
the hadronization of charm quarks into charmed mesons, mainly L = 0 states were
supposed to be produced. The rst indication for a substantial production of L = 1
states in Z decays came from the discrepancy between measured rates of vector and
pseudoscalar charm mesons [1, 2, 3] and the expected value from simple spin counting.
This question is addressed here where a search for L=1 mesons is presented. This
could be studied at LEP in Z decays where D

are produced either directly in the








in spectroscopic notation) called D

0


















). Theses states, commonly called D

, are expected





s by emitting a pion. Due to spin-parity
conservation in strong decays, the D
1
can decay into D

 only, in a combination of D
wave and S wave, whereas the D

2
can decay into both D and D

 through a D wave
only.
In the limit m
Q
!1, Heavy Quark Eective Theory [4] (HQET) predicts new spin-
avor symmetries for mesons with a heavy quark Q. In the framework of HQET, L=1
charmed mesons are classied in multiplets, according to their light angular momentum
j. Two states, one of the D
1
state and the D

2
, decaying only via aD wave and supposed
to be narrow, are grouped in the doublet j=3/2, while the doublet j=1/2 consits of two





[5]. In addition, corrections
in 1=m
Q
of HQET allow some mixing between the two D
1
states.





have been observed. Their masses and widths are
given in Table 1 [6].
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Table 1: Masses and widths of the known L = 1 non-strange charmed mesons.
A direct search for Z ! D

X decays has already been performed at LEP by
ALEPH [7], DELPHI [8] and OPAL [9]. The following study uses the statistics collected
by ALEPH between 1991 and 1995, searching for both D













are fully reconstructed in D































An attempt to separate the origin of the D

's (charm hadronization or b hadron
decay) has been made. The higher average momentum of D mesons in Z ! cc than
in b

b and the distance from the primary vertex of the D

vertex are used to select
separately D

samples from these two processes.
The purity of b

b and cc samples reaches 95 %, allowing the measurement of the











2 The D Meson Reconstruction
A sample of 4.1 million hadronic Z decays, collected by the ALEPH detector [10] at
LEP, has been selected as described in [7]. Tracks in each event are grouped in two
hemispheres according to the event thrust axis. D mesons candidates are searched






































. Once a D
0
candidate is found, a pairing with
an additional low momentum track (referred to as 
+
s
) is made to reconstruct a D
+





The combinatorial background increases with the number of tracks issued from
the D meson decay, and lies mainly at low D meson momentum. Selection criteria







selections (see [11] for details) are summarized hereafter. The invariant mass of a

































) with relevant mass assignment is required to be within two









is added to the D
0
system of 2, 3 or 4 tracks and a D
+


















, and identifying kaon particles using dE=dx measurement in the TPC.
A cut j cos 

j < 0:8 is performed where 

is the angle between the sphericity axis
of the D
0=+
system and the D
0=+
direction in the D
0=+
rest frame. The kaon track
candidate, which must have a momentum greater than 2.5 GeV/c, is required to have
a dE=dx measurement closer to the expectation for a kaon than for a pion. When





selected if associated tracks form a common vertex and if this vertex is not consistent
with the main vertex.
1
The charge conjugate states are implicitely considered.
2
3 The b/c Separation
The c! D and b! D contributions
2
are separated, thanks to their dierences in D
energy spectrum, and exploiting the separation existing between the main vertex and
the b hadron decay vertex due to b lifetime. The average fraction of the beam energy





' 0:5 while in a Z ! b

b event,




' 0:3, the W taking a part of b hadron energy in the
decay B!WD.
If the D originates from the Z ! cc process, the tracks which belong to the D





decay. On the other hand, in a decay b ! DX, some tracks are issued from the
b hadron decay vertex, and the measurement of their impact parameter [12] should
reect the large b hadron lifetime. The probability p
t
that a track was coming from
















decay products, are consistent with originating from the primary vertex with




samples, only a fractional
energy greater than 0.55 is required because this cut has the same eect than the track
probability cut for reducing b contribution, and removes in addition a part of the large
remaining background.
The b ! D sample is formed with candidates for which a least one track, except
D decay products, is not consistent with originating from the primary vertex. A slight
cut on the D
()




greater than 0.25) is performed, in order
to reduce the huge combinatorial background lying at low X
E
. To further enhance the





4 The D Meson Samples
4.1 The c! D

Sample








are shown in gure 1(a). The D
+
signals are extracted from these distributions. The
shape of the combinatorial background contributions are taken from the Monte Carlo
simulation, and their size under the peak are evaluated by tting the spectra outside the


















channel, the signal extraction
is more complicated due to the presence of a tail induced by partially reconstruced
D
0
mesons. For theses channels the total signal shape is taken from the Monte Carlo
simulation and its size under the mass window is extracted by a t to the data using




The charm purity in this sample, f
c
, is measured on data by applying a lifetime-mass
tag [12] on the hemisphere opposite to the D
+
meson. This tag selects b hemispheres




mesons that survive the b-tag cut






























eciency respectively for b events measured from an unbiased Z ! b

b data sample,
and charm events taken from Monte Carlo simulation [11] [12].
4.2 The b! D

Sample
The b sample has a higher background contribution from low momentum fake D

's.









































no vertexing cuts are required due to the presence of a neutral track in the decay
products. Instead, the background is reduced by taking into account underlying

































































are shown in gure 2(a). The D
+
signals and b purity are extracted from these
distributions following the same procedure as for the charm sample. The nal sample




originating from a b hadron decay .





sample suers from an important combinatorial background, since in
the D

samples, the reduction of the combinatorial background was mainly obtained
















is not used in this selection. In addition to a vertexing
requirement, the cut on the D fractionnal energy is raised to X
D
E
> :55. The resulting
invariant mass distributions are shown in gure 1(b)(c). The fractions of combinatorial
background events are estimated from the mass distributions. The samples contain
15206  357 D
0
and 6040  157 D
+
enriched in charmed mesons originating from the
hadronization of a charm quark.
4.4 The b! D Sample






is considered here. To ght the huge
background and to further enrich in b events, the cut on the projected decay signicance
is raised to three standard deviations. After background subtraction, 8603  133 D
0
are found in the selection window of the mass distribution(gure 2(b)).


















selected as described above are paired with another charged track assumed to be a
pion (referred to as 

). Then a search is performed for a common vertex for the D
0
,






The charm sample is selected by requiring a D

vertex consistent with coming from the
main vertex within three standard deviations of the decay length resolution. The main
combinatorial background arises from fragmentation tracks associated to a D
+
meson.






ight direction in the D

rest
frame peaks at  1 for this contribution which is reduced by requiring cos 

>  0:9.













combinations is shown in gure 3(a) in which the fraction of mesons originating from
the hadronization of a charm quark is 94%.
5.2 b! D

The b sample is selected by requiring a D

vertex displaced from the primary vertex
by at least two standard deviations of the decay length resolution. No cut is performed
on the cos 

distribution since the contribution from fragmentation track is here less
important due to the fact that the 

track must come from a secondary vertex. The
nal M

distribution in the b sample is shown in gure 6(a) in which the fraction
of mesons originating from b decays is 92%.
5.3 Fitting Procedure and Results
The experimental resolution on M

is estimated to be 4 MeV=c
2
from a Monte
Carlo simulation whereas the natural widths of the resonances have been measured to
be about 20 to 25 MeV/c
2
(see table 1). Enhancements in the mass distributions 3(a)





masses. There is no visible contribution
from broad states. Thus, an unbinned maximum likelihood t to these distributions





























) obtained from the data in b and c samples (Figures 3 and 6
(b)). The masses and widths are xed to the measurements given in table 1, the
widths being increased by 2 MeV/c
2
to account for the experimental resolution.
The tted numbers of events in the peaks are given in table 2 for the charm sample
and in table 4 for the b sample. The ratio of the two Breit Wigner contributions for
D
0































< 20% at 95%CL
is found for D
0








is selected is obtained from
Monte-Carlo simulation. Nevertheless, in case of partial alignment of the D

with
respect with the boost axis, the eciency of the cos 

cut is not well determined in








, was extracted from the data in the
charm sample. The total eciencies are reported in table 3 for the charm selection and
in table 5 for the b selection.
6 Search for D

! D





decays, it is appropriate to look
for D






selection, adding a charged track assumed to be pion to the D candidate, and looking
for a common vertex for the combination.
6.1 c! D

In the charm sample, the D

vertex is required to come from the main vertex as
in section 5. Again, the contribution from fragmentation tracks is reduced by a
cut on the cos 




















) combinations is shown in gure 4(a)




) combinations. In these samples, the fraction of mesons
originating from the hadronization of a charm quark is 90%.
6.2 b! D

(D) combinations in the b sample are also selected in the same way as in section 4



















) combinations is shown in gure 7(a), in which the fraction of mesons originating
from a b decay is 96%.
6.3 Fitting Procedure and Results
The right-sign distributions are tted to a background function, a Breit Wigner
representing the production of the D

2
and two other Breit Wigner functions taking

















=, where the 
0

















) sample. The corresponding production





are derived from the results of section 4 and weighted by the
relative eciency on the satellite peak over the signal peak deduced from a Monte
Carlo simulation. The tted numbers of events in the peaks are given in table 6 for
the charm sample and in table 8 for the b sample. In the charm sample, the D










The production rates are extracted from reconstruction eciencies, branching
fractions
3





in the samples. In charm





















































































Assuming that the two charge states are produced at the same rate, an average of the
last two measurements leads to
































in agreement with the world average of 2:3  0:6 [6], while the prediction is about
2.5 [13].
Taking into account the isospin factor of the D

decays, and assuming that only D







produced in charm hadronization
is found to be :
c! D
1
= (3:2 0:9)% c! D

2
= (9:4  1:9)%
These measurements are in agreement with OPAL: c! D
1




= (10:4  5:0)% . They can be compared with the theoretical prediction of
c! D
1
= 3:5%, c! D

2
= 4:7% from [14] based on thermodynamical assumptions










= 17:0% using a simple formulation within string fragmentation to describe






= 3=5 = 0:6 which
is higher than the measured ratio of 0:34  0:12. D

production only has a small
inuence on the ratio P
V
= V=V + P , measuring the relative probability to produce
a charmed vector state among all charmed vector and pseudoscalar states. Indeed,
this ratio is measured to be P

V




whereas the inclusive measurement including all sources of D and D

leads to a value
P
V














































) = 0:091 :006.
7
In b hadron decays, the production rates of D






























































) < 0:55% (95% C:L:)
These measurements lead to:
b! D
1
= (4:6  1:4)% b! D

2
< 3:9% (95% C:L:)






decay, the statistical and systematical errors being added in quadrature
to set the upper limit. These measurements are consistent with previous investigations
of D





is suppressed with respect to the D
1









for semileptonic b decay into D

should be also valid for hadronic two-body decay
B ! D









= 1:55  0:15 seems to be disfavoured by
these measurements and other measurements in the semileptonic sector [16, 17]. This





corrections have to be taken into account [19].
8 Conclusion















= (3:2 0:9)% c! D

2
= (9:4  1:9)%;
while in b decays, only the D
1
state is clearly seen:
b! D
1
= (4:6  1:4)% b! D

2




state, the ratio of branching fraction into D over D
















in agreement with the world average of 2:3  0:6 [6].
Since the two mechanisms for producing D

are distinct in Z ! cc and Z ! b

b,
the relative production rate of the spin 2 state (D

2
) with respect to the spin 1 state
(D
1
) could be dierent. Indeed, no signicant D

2









































distributions. Systematic uncertainties on these numbers arise
from uncertainties on the widths and masses of the D

, the combinatorial background






















































0:7 0:1 0:2 0:1 0:6 0:1









: Overall eciency of the selection














































distributions. Systematic uncertainties on these numbers arise from
uncertainties on the widths and masses of the D

, the combinatorial background






















































1:8 0:5 0:2 0:1 0:6 0:2









: Overall eciency of the selection in








































distributions. Systematic uncertainties on these numbers arise from
uncertainties on the widths and masses of the D

, the combinatorial background
















































0:5 0:2 0:5 0:1 0:4 0:1






: Overall eciency of the selection in

































distribution. Systematic uncertainties on these number arise from uncertainties on the
widths and masses of the D






























: Overall eciency of the selection in









produced in b decays.
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. (b) (c) Mass distributions for candidates of the



























(c). The full histogram are the data while the dots with error bars are the combinatorial
background taken from Monte Carlo simulation.
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. (b) Mass distribution for candidates of the








. The full histogram are the data while the dots with
error bars are the combinatorial background taken from Monte Carlo simulation.
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the decay channel c ! D










). The solid line shows the result of the t for the background
function , together with the two Breit-Wigners in addition in gure (a).
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the decay channel c ! D










). The solid line shows the result of the t for the background
function , together with the D

2
Breit-Wigner in addition in gure (a).
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the decay channel c ! D










). The solid line shows the result of the t for the background
function , together with the D

2
Breit-Wigner in addition in gure (a).
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). The solid line shows the result of the t for the background function , together
with the two Breit-Wigners in addition in gure (a).
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in the decay channel b! D










). The solid line shows the result of the t for the background
function , together with the D

2
Breit-Wigner in addition in gure (a).
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